EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT MEETING – Raducaneni, Romania – 6th – 11th April 2014
Content of the
programme

Romanian students’
presentations

Ice breaking
activities

Presentations about a
play ‘We are citizens
of...’

Greece
The content of the
programme was
excellent, we had the
chance to meet students
from many countries and
make new friends. In
addition, we had the
opportunity to learn a lot
about new cultures and
theatre.
We really enjoyed the
presentations from
Romanian students
because they guided us
very well to their school
and their culture. The
way they presented their
school was very
interesting, they told us
about the positives and
also did not tried to hide
the negatives
These activities were
enjoyable and helped us
to know better each
other.

All the presentations
were very interesting
and organized very well.

Italy
Good balance of
different interesting
activities.

Poland
Generally the whole
programme was wellprepared, which made
the meeting successful

Romania
the program was not
too crowded. The
activities were for
everybody

Very good. Students They were nice but
the presentation was
presented everything presented
short and had all the
in a clear interesting uninterestingly
data needed about
and understandable
because they were just the Raducaneni area
way.
read from the slides

Lively and nice,
giving a good
opportunity of
communication
among all
participants.
Very good and also
differentiated
presentations, from
live acting to
recorded videos.

They were a good
starting point and
helped us get to know
each other a little bit
better

in these activities we
had the chance to
know each other. It
could have been
more playful

Some of them were
too long. We liked
especially Finnish and
Bulgarian ones.

the presentations
were interesting and
interactive

Visit to the Catholic
Church and Youth
Centre

Painting walls
together

Cultural Evening

These two visits were
good, but not interesting
for the students. In any
case we would like to
declare our admiration
for these people (nuns)
who spend their entire
lives to help other
people.
It was an innovated idea
and everyone was able
to create on the
“Comenius wall”
everything he/she wants
for the programme.
It was a really nice event
and we are sure that
everybody enjoyed it,
because we tasted foods
from many countries and
we danced with
traditional songs.

Workshop-preparing
puppets and puppet
show

It was creative and also
we have the chance to
communicate and work
together with students
and teachers from all the
countries.

Visit to the
kindergarten and
traditional Romanian
lunch

The visit was an
interesting experience
for us and the hospitality
was excellent.

Quite interesting.

It was interesting and the visit was short
we were surprised
but full of important
because we saw some information about
Polish
the activities done in
details: John Paul II
it
monument, sentence
in Polish

Nice idea, aimed at
having a visible
record of all
participants’
feedback.

It was great because
we felt as a part of
school community.

Very enjoyable, we
can say “as usual”
(now we are all
expert!)

It was perfect despite
the thing that not
every country
prepared a dance. It
was nice of
Romanians that they
prepared something
warm to eat
Good idea,
Creative. We could
stimulating creativity show our artistic souls
and helping at acting and crazy ideas. We
even the most shy
had freedom in our
students, who could interpretation and
feel more self
topic
confident behind the
black curtain.
Excellent idea to
The whole thing was
show how in
lovely- the amount of
Romania cultural
work put into that visit
and traditional
was really visible. It
teaching is important was fantastic that they
since the youngest
were dressed in
age.
traditional outfits and

for us was nice
because we have all
of our partners with
us when we see the
wall
amazing, this
evening brought us
closer

it was important for
the students to work
together and make
something with their
hands.

a part of our
traditions that we
shared with you

showed us a part of
Romanian culture

Labirynth Theatre

Really amazing!! Great
work and everybody
enjoy it!!

Trip to Iasi

Nice choice because Iasi
is a very beautiful city
and there were many
things to do.

Trip to Lacul Rosu
and Cheile Bicazului

The scenery was
amazing and we liked it,
but the trip was very
long and exhausting.

Leisure activities free time with hosts

We went out all together
many times and we had
fun. The places where
we went was a club, a
park, and the school

The most touching
experience of ever.
Great organization
and deep
involvement of the
audience. Besides,
the PPT containing
information about
the theatrical
technique, the
symbolic meanings,
etc represented a
noticeable added
value.
Good. Especially
interesting the Three
hierarchs Church. A
pity not visiting the
theatre inside.
Lovely place but too
long distance, so too
many hours on the
coach to/from the
lake.

Very good having
music and dancing:
all enjoyed that a lot.

We were moved by
the whole thing. It
showed us that no
matter how much
money we have, the
only thing which
counts is our heart.
The Romanians
showed their strength
to focus on one thing
for a long time, we
mean preparing,
painting classrooms...

I cannot say too
many words.
Incredible

It was nice but too
much shopping and
too little sightseeing

short but full of
information

Generally nice trip but
we were travelling a
lot to be there only for
a short time. (14 hours
which included 9
hours of travelling by
bus and almost 2
hours in the
restaurant)
It depended on a host.
3 of us almost didn’t
spend time with our
hosts, we were
spending time with all

a geography lesson
in the middle of the
mountains.

the students had nice
time together. They
had parties and
enjoyed each other’s
company

gym for the party.

Comenius people- it
was fun

Hotel Moldova

Very good

Good comfortable
accommodation.Wid
e choice of food for
breakfast.

Decent and
conveniently located.
Good price

old hotel at low price
and good positioning

Romanian hosts

All the hosts were
willing to help us and
their hospitality was
excellent. They made us
feel like being in our
homes. Small problems
solved quickly thanks to
the interest of Mihaela
and Coca
We were able to talk
with all the students,
learn about them and
make many new friends.
Additionally, in every
problem everybody was
willing to help us and
explain everything

Very hospitable
people, some could
speak Italian and all
of them put their
guests at ease.

They were really
hospitable but there
was a language
barrier.

-

We had problems with
communication
sometimes. Generally
it was ok but some of
us had problems with
going to the meetings
where all the people
were. (free time)

the cooperation was
improved and we
communicated
better

-balance between
travelling and
sightseeing

nothing.

Communication and
cooperation

To improve in the
next project meeting

Excellent. The
Romanian staff
worked as a great
team all the time,
transmitted their
enthusiasm to the
others and created a
warm involving
atmosphere.
The meeting in Romania Excursions should
was full of theatre
require no more than
activities. We would like 1 and ½ hour
to ask the Polish partners journey to reach the
to continue this, and
planned destination.
remind them of the
decision we took in Italy
for better organization of
sketches. We think that
the sketches should be

many levels above from
what we did in Italy.

Content of the
programme

Romanian students’
presentations

Ice breaking activities

Bulgaria
Interesting and full
of amazing
activities.

Finland
-well compiled
-enough and many
great activities

Germany
+ creative, wellprepared, varied,
hard to be topped

The presentations
were very well
created and
introduced to the
audience.
For sure helped us
get along with each
other.

-succeeded very well
-could have been
shorter

+ well-prepared
- too long

-it was nice to talk
both with students
and teachers about
our hobbies
- it could have been
‘to really DO
something together
-a little too long, a
little bit boring
- Bulgaria and
Finland had the best
presentations

+ interesting,
practical, helpful

Presentations about a
play ‘We are citizens
of...’

Some were
interesting,
others were funny
and the students
managed to draw the
attention.

Visit to the Catholic
Church and Youth
Centre

A bit unusual but
very interesting.

-it was nice to meet
the nuns and hear
about their precious
work
-could have been

+ it was good that
there were so many
different modes of
presentation (e.g.
film, sketch, etc.),
which made it very
interesting
- some were too long
+ it was interesting
how the different
countries work
together in
Raducaneni

Painting walls
together

Cultural Evening

Workshop-preparing
puppets and puppet
show

Visit to the
kindergarten and
traditional Romanian
lunch

We had a lot of
inspiration before
this activity so we all
could express it!
Funny because some
of the things were
just hilarious.
Sharing is caring,
and we did that also
had fun while doing
so.
Amazing evening,
accompanied by
dances, traditional
meal and bright
mood
Fun to do and surely
I’ll be glad to do it
again.
This was our
favourite activity!
“Teamwork do it
together, teamwork
friends forever”!
The children were so
cute and the lunch
was just great!
Everything was
perfect and the
children’s
performances were
amazing and
touching!

different
-the church visit was
ok

- it was difficult to
listen to the long
presentation

-lovely, resourceful

+ funny and good to
do an activity
together to get to
know each other
better

-the best thing
-a very good
atmosphere
-delicious food
-everyone had fun

+ the dancing was
very cooperative and
funny
+ tasty food

-we liked it
-a creative activity

+ it was very good
that we had mixed
groups to get to
know different
people

visit: fun, hilarious
food: delicious

+ the people from
the kindergarten
really made a huge
effort in connection
with the programme

Labirynth Theatre

Trip to Iasi

Trip to Lacul Rosu
and Cheile Bicazului

Slightly creepy but it
showed the different
points of view of the
human creation and
the human
achievements.
A mix of emotions.
We were transported
into another world!
Fun to do and an
unforgettable
experience!

Astonishing.

Leisure activities -free It was fun and
time with hosts
interesting because
we had a lot in
common.

amazing, impressive, + an amazing and
breathtaking,
inspiring experience
- we felt a bit
ashamed that we did
not help the
Romanian hosts to
prepare the theatre; it
must have been a lot
of work
fun, but but it would + “The Palas” was
have been nice to
great
know something
- not enough time to
about the places
walk around
beforehand
- it was a pity that
we could not see
more of the theatre
and the university
-too long
- the trip was far too
-we should have
long
been told more about + the different
the purpose of the
landscapes were
trip, how to dress for very interesting to
the trip etc.
see
- not enough time for
the lake and the
reservoir
-during the trip: no
breaks for using a
toilet
-hosts made all of us + exciting and
feel really welcome
friendly
-students felt like
communication
they were taken
made it possible to
good care of
meet many students

Hotel Moldova

Comfortable with a
nice view.

-good location, rooms were ok
-excellent to have a
free WiFi

+ adequate
accommodation with
friendly and helpful
staff

Romanian hosts

They were a bit shy
but if you get the
chance to meet them,
they’re nice. The
most hospitable
people I’ve ever met.
PERFECT!

-the best
-really helpful and
kind

+ polite and obliging
hosts, students in
general had good
English skills

-students felt that at
times there were
language barriers
-cooperation went
very smoothly

We can make more
and more activities
of our own, using
imagination.

teachers: it is hard
to improve anything
students: need for
more precise
information about
the upcoming
activities
beforehand!

- communication
was not always easy
because of lacking
English skills
+ host families were
very much willing to
be helpful and
supportive
Future meetings
should provide each
national team with
more influence
during the different
activities.
A mixture between
group activities and
common activities
would help to
improve future
meetings.

Communication and
cooperation

To improve in the
next project meeting

